What happens after a report is sent to an Editor?
Dr. Grace Simpson
I have not previously offered an article to the Editor of Colonel Geoffrey Meates. In my original typescript I
the Journal of Roman Pottery Studies and nothing that had placed the details of location on a separate line
I am going to say can possibly refer to him. In above the description of each sherd. Unknown to me
September 1988 Vivien Swan, the president of the Study this was retyped with a lot of errors. Eventually I saw
Group for Roman Pottery, in a letter to members and corrected some of the errors but I let the locations
mentioned that she had received an irate letter from a run on into the sherd notes. So it was in galley proof,
Roman Britain specialist on the appalling quality of . except that most of the errors reappeared; for example
some recently published pottery reports. This caused me where I referred to Meates' sections 13b or 15b each
to wonder if any of us are to blame? Or is it an Editor, appeared as 136 and 156, and so forth. Mrs Pamela
or an Excavator in Chief, who has made a hash of some Irving tried to correct these time after time, but they
good piece of pottery reporting? I have had many came back in page proof. There are still some errors in
experiences of reports being changed without my the book, although Mrs Irving and myself did our best
knowledge. Even after I began to insist on seeing proofs to make the Editor correct them. What should never
have been a problem is still a mess in print
of my contribution, things still went wrong. Just a few
Once, so far, a report of mine has gone into
examples, some long ago, some recent, may be similar
microftche. Most of the sherds I examined were minute
to experiences which you have had.
The Villa at Llantwit Major in Glamorgan was reported scraps. I wrote that they ranged in date from the middle
on by Dr. Nash-Williams (Nash-Williams MS3, Hogg of the ftrst century to the middle of the second century.
1974). He was admirable in many ways, for instance he My whole report should have taken about twenty lines
sent me an offprint, and in it I found that he had added of text. Years later I was requested to look again at the
what he considered to be the colour of each samian sherds, which I did with a different archaeologist. I
potsherd. The soil had had a bad effect on the gloss of stuck to my original report but this was not enough for
the samian pottery, and many sherds were burnt to a a third worker on the report. I went through all the
variety of shades, several had ' ...a dark chocolate slip'. scraps again, and there is a huge entry in microfiche
Others were 'salmon pink' and so on. There is an edible reading, for example, 'Wall sherd, ?South Gaulish' ...
kind of samian (Horton and Clark 1925; Johns 1984; and so forth. Absolutely useless for anyone to give time
Brunsting 1972), but it is not found in Roman Wales so to reading. There are errors in the microfiche too.
To reiterate the alteration of a text without the
far as I know! While the last comment was comical and
writer's knowledge and consent is a serious matter. I
not serious, my next instance was serious I think.
Cunetio, Roman Mildenhall in Wiltshire, has a well would also like to plead for an Index in every
which contained all the way down some extremely early Excavation Report This is a very simple task, and it can
samian which I dated to AD 50-60, that is late Claudian only be done properly by the writer of the book or
to early Neronian. But the excavator published it as a monograph. It helps to avoid repetition in a text; nor
late ftrst century well, as Vivien Swan knows as she does it take time, two or three hours at most. There is
redated his Savernake pottery, which is contemporary an excellent little publication available on the subject
with the samian. Presumably the Roman army moved on from the Cambridge University Press called Making an
somewhere else about AD 60, not AD 90 as published. Index by G.V. Carey.
Thirty years difference in dating is a long time.
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